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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM AHD
REYIEV7 OP RESEARCH

CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM AND
REVIEW OP RESEARCH
This study was carried on in the area of auditory per-
ception with children at the first grade level. It had as
its primary purpose the establishment of a relative order
of difficulty of consonants and vowels and of vowels them-
selves.
Since reading is the tool by which much of school learn-
ing is developed, and since reading is a complex process
which is affected by many factors, it has come in for a
considerable share of attention from experts in the field.
In reviewing the research pertinent to this study it
may be said that: 1) auditory discrimination has been fairly
well established as an important factor in learning to read
through the opinions of experts in the field of reading; 2)
that there are some studies with statistical evidence to
support the justification of auditory discrimination as an
important factor in learning to read; 3) that auditory dis-
crimination and visual discrimination are highly interrelated,
and that visual discrimination has had more attention in
the research studies.
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Harrison
,
who is generally recognized as an expert in
the field of reading readiness, says that the factors of
readiness for reading can he classified in three general
types, namely:
2
1* mental
2* physical
3. personal
She reports that of all the physical factors, vision
and hearing most directly affect the reading process.
2/
Harrison in a more recent discussion of readiness to
read recommends the following learnings to be of importance
in the auditory program:
1. The ability to hear and to differentiate
between the sounds with which spoken words
begin using:
a. the commonest single consonant sounds
including: b, hard c, d, f, hard g, h,
j, 1, m, n, p, r, s, t, w.
b. the commonest and easiest to make among
the consonant blends which are: sk, sm,
sn, sp, st, sw, tw.
2. The ability to hear rhyming endings and to
differentiate between non-rhyming endings
in words.
1/ M. Lucille Harrison, Heading Readiness , Boston: Houghton,
Mifflin Company, 1939.
2/ M. Lucille Harrison, "Developing Readiness for Word
Recognition," Elementary English Review, 23:122-131,
March, 1946.
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Harrison keeps in mind when deciding what consonants
to teach first:
1. Those consonants which children use most readily
in learning to talk, are also those which they hear and
recognize most easily in the readiness program.
2. Those consonants which children substitute habit-
ually in baby talk for those which they cannot make, are
among the easier consonants which children hear and make.
3. It is often difficult for children to differentiate
between some of the consonants in the voiced and unvoiced
pairs. It is difficult for children to hear the difference
between the sounds of the hard g and hard c (k). *
She would use as the earliest six consonant sounds :
m, f, s, t, hard c and b. After those, the remainder of
the commoner consonant sounds may be used. Ho statistical
data are given to support this order.
1/
Durrell in discussing word analysis says:
There is ample evidence to indicate the need
for instruction in word analysis. Such evi-
dence includes the complete inability of
some children to solve new words
,
random
guessing at new words without regard to form
or meaning and various ineffective habits of
attack on new words, such as mere sounding by
letters and syllables. The majority of children
are aided by special practice to increase the
accuracy and fluency of both visual and auditory
perception of word elements.
1/ Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities ,
Yohkers-on-Hudson: World Book Company, 1940, p. 198.
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Durrell” further suggests a complete program which
would include ear training to give the child skill in attend-
ing to the auditory elements of words, visual training for
recognition of the visual elements that accompany word sounds,
and provision for independent use of the skills. The ear
training program should begin with the initial consonants.
H, S* 1. and m to be taught first, as the lip move-
ments are distinct and the sounds easily noticed. The in-
itial blends are to come next, then final blends. After the
child has learned to identify sounds within words, he is
ready for practice in associating those sounds with their
visual forms.
£/ _5/
Durrell supports Harrison in the belief that the two
most common weaknesses found among children who fail to read
are poor auditory and poor visual perception of word elements.
The most essential partof the reading readiness program in
grade one is to overcome these weaknesses.
1/ Donald D. Durrell, o£. cit .
,
pp. 197-230.
2/ Donald D. Durrell, 0£. cit .
3/ M. Lucille Harrison, Heading Headiness , Boston: Houghton,
Mifflin Company, 1939.
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1/
Betts further establishes the importance of auditory
discrimination in the readiness program:
The ability to discriminate between speech
sounds is a basic factor in language readiness
for reading. Inability to make accurate auditory
discriminations may be caused by a hearing im-
pairment, a perceptual disability, or the lack
of experience. Fortunately, the means are
available to screen out the first two causes
and most of the pupils can profit from well
planned developmental activities.
He sets forth the following goals of instruction in
auditory discrimination:
1. Awareness of word elements in a sentence
2. Ability to discriminate between likenesses and
differences in the sounds of words
3. Ability to recognize identical sounds
a* initial sounds
b. final sounds
4. Ability to distinguish between closely related
sounds
5. Ability to pronounce, enunciate, and articulate
words accurately.
6.
Ability to follow directions.
T7 'Emmett A. Betts, Foundations of Heading Instruction with
Emphasis on Differentiated Guidance
,
Hew York: American Book
Company, T346, p. 347.
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6Betts maintains that the auditory discrimination ability
is to be developed during the pre-reading period and during
reading instruction. Accurate auditory discrimination con-
tributes to good speech habits and to an awareness of speech
sounds which are essential to phonetic insight. In view of
this, it is clear that inaccurate auditory discrimination
may contribute to a lack of reading readiness or to a reading
deficiency.
In setting up a typical program at the first reader level
2/
Betts includes:
1. "Recognition of most of the initial consonant sounds
and a few of the final consonant sounds:
a. Single consonants such as b, h, p, t.
b. Consonant digraphs (initial) such as: wh, th.
c. Single final consonants such as: d, t, 1, m, n.
2. Recognition of one syllable words containing the
short vowel sounds.
3. Recognition of words with varied endings such as:
ed, ing.
4. Sensitivity to s form of plural words.
5. Recognition of words containing analogous elements
such as : ight, old, ow.
T7 Emmett A. Betts, op. cit.
,
p.129
2/ Ibid. , p. 592.
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7.
Recognition of words containing final e (Trend
toward Grade Two)
Recognition of compound words made up of two famil
iar words.
7
1/ U 5/
Grates, Witty and Kopel
,
and McKee, as experts in the
field of reading, further established the importance of audi-
tory discrimination by all recognizing it as one of the
factors to be considered in the reading process. They are
in agreement that for some children phonetic training has
definite values, and that present practice recognizes the
need for phonics readiness.
In considering an auditory discrimination program,
hearing acuity can not be overlooked. In discussing acuity
1/
Stone states: " Defective hearing is occasionally the cause,
or a contributing cause of failure of progress in reading
though less often than defective vision." It would appear
1/ Arthur 1. Gates, "Studies of Phonetic Training in Begin-
ning Reading," Journal of Educational Psychology, 18:217-226,
April, 1927.
2/ Paul A. Witty and David Kopel, "The Place of Phonetics in
A Reading Program," Educational Administration and Super-
vision, 23:321-334, May, 1937.
3/ Paul McKee, Reading and Literature in the Elementary School
Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Company, 1934, pp. 180-209.
4/ Clarence R. Stone, Better Primary Reading . St. Louis:
Webster Publishing Company, 1936, p. 223.
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then reasonable to assume as a study made by Bond implies:
If the method is well adjusted to the sensory
limitations of the pupil, isolated sensory de-
ficiencies need not be unsurmountable handicaps
in learning to read, and to proceed with emphasis
on the method of instruction rather than to
place the emphasis on the assumption that lack
of auditory discrimination will revert to lack
of hearing acuity.
8/
Kennedy made an audiometric study and found that while
there may be no hearing acuity deficiency, there is a develop-
mental stage in acuity itself. There is a developmental
change in hearing both in acuity and in discrimination.
There was a significant difference in the mean auditory
acuity of children between the ages of six and fifteen years.
The differences were most evident between the six and seven
year old levels, the seven and eight year old levels, and
between the twelve and fifteen year old levels. It is not
only necessary to hear sounds (acuity) but one must be able
to distinguish between the various sounds. Between certain
speech sounds there are very slight differences, while there
are great differences between other sounds. "F" and "v"
are both high frequency sounds and consequently much harder
to distinguish between than "f" and "n" in the auditory
program. From this study it would appear that in planning
1/ luy Bond, "The Auditory and Speech Character! sties of
Poor Headers", Contributions to Education
,
Fo. 657, Few
York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1935, p. 44.
2/ Helen Kennedy, "A Study of Children's Hearing As It
Relates to Heading," Journal of Experimental Education
,
10: 238-245, June, 1942.
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9the auditory program both the developmental change which
occurs in children, and the amount of difference between
sounds must be considered.
A careful examination of the research on auditory dis-
crimination revealed that there is some evidence of statisti-
cal significance to support the justification of auditory
discrimination as an important factor in learning to read.
1/
Monroe
,
in a study of the influence of poor auditory dis-
crimination upon reading defect oases says.
Poor sound discrimination may offer a confusing
factor in the formation of associations between
words and their visual symbols. A child who
cannot differentiate "send”, "sand”; "bud”, "but”;
or "dime", "dine"; etc. when he hears them will
have to depend upon other cues, context and such,
to get their proper meanings. The formation of
the visual auditory associations in reading may,
therefore, be complicated through the lack of
precision in audition.
In this study, Monroe had thirty-two recommended non-
readers, and thirty-two unselected first grade children.
After compiling the data, she claims that lack of discrimina-
tion of certain sounds may lead to confusion of words which
in turn affect speech, or reading, or both. In a study of
the remedial instruction set up for this investigation, she
found that the most frequently failed discriminations were :
s, sh; ch, sh; m, n; b, p; ch, j; k, g; w, wh; d, t. In the
drills for vowels the most difficult discriminations were
1/ Marion Monroe , Children Who Cannot Head . University of
Chicago Press, 1932, p. 93.
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between the short sounds i, e, a. Supporting the importance
1/
of the auditory discrimination program Monroe reports a
correlation of .66 plus or minus .04 between her auditory
test of her reading readiness battery of tests and reading
achievement. This was the highest correlation of the entire
battery of tests, with the visual test having the second
highest correlation of .60 plus or minus .04. Murphy and
u
Junkins in reporting the results of thirty ten-minute ex-
ercises in both auditory and visual discrimination of word
elements on three groups of children conclude that in the
group given special instruction in auditory discrimination
marked gains were made.
3/
Acomb in reporting a study of the psychological factors
of reading concludes that auditory discrimination is highly
significant in relation to reading ability, and that visual
and auditory factors are definitely interrelated with one
another.
I/ Ma rion Monro e , "Heading Aptitude Tests for Prediction of
Success and Failure in Beginning Heading," Education
,
56:
7-14, September, 1935.
2/ Helen A. Murphy, and Eathryn M. Junkins, "Increasing the
Hate of Learning in First Grade Heading," Education
,
62:
37-39, September, 1941.
3/ Allan Acomb, "A Study of the Psychological Factors in
Heading and Spelling," unpublished Master's thesis, Boston
University, School of Education, 97 p.,1934.
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1/
Wilson and Fleming in a study of the attention children
give to letter forms and sounds found that children are letter
conscious in the early stages of reading and that clear atten-
tion to the forms and sounds of letters are basic elements
£/
in the key to reading. Wilson et al.
,
in another study
of the same type found that mastery of letter symbols, both
form and sound seemed to stand out as of preeminent effective-
ness in contributing to reading progress, and that children
who knew the most letter forms and sounds tended to be the
best readers.
3/
Smith in an attempt to determine the most economical
method of presenting letters found that in matching letters
ranging from difficult to easier, the letters were: b, p, q,
d, r, h, f, i, j, n, u, e, v, x, y, k, t, x, 1, a, c, w, o,
m, s, g. She also found that it was easier for children to
match capitals than lower case letters, and that it was easier
to match lower case letters with lower case letters, and
capitals with capitals, than lower case letters with capitals.
This was an early attempt to give teachers some information
in the presentation of letters in the visual discrimination
programs.
T? ^rank T. Wilson and Cecile White Fleming, "Letter Con-
sciousness of Beginners in Heading," Pedagogical Seminary
and Journal of genetic Psychology
,
53:273-285, December ,1938.
2/ F.T. Wilson, C.W. Fleming, A. Burke, and C.G. Garrison,
"Heading Progress in Primary Grades," Elementary School
Journal
,
38: 442-449, February, 1938.
J5/ TTila Banton Smith, "Matching Ability as a Factor in First
5n d^ovembe? , "li&&?^: — Educational Psychology , 19:560-
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The most recent and most significant data are presented
1 /
by Murphy on auditory and visual discrimination. She reports
that at every measurable period after auditory and visual
exercises were given, the groups showed statistically signifi-
cant superiority in reading achievement. She also reports
that in analyzing tests, results of children who had no train-
ing and those who had had a year of training in auditory dis-
crimination to establish a relative order of difficulty that
initial sounds were the easiest, initial blends the next easi-
est, then rhymes, and final consonants, the most difficult.
Since it appears that the data are significant to support
the auditory discrimination program and that the Murphy study
presented the order of difficulty as initial consonants,
blends, rhymes, and final consonants, it would seem logical
to establish an order of difficulty of the word elements them-
y
selves. This study was undertaken by Biggy in analyzing
3/
results of the Murphy test. She reports the relative order
of difficulty of the initial consonants tested, ranging from
easy to most difficult as: g, r, h, s, p,j, n, t, 1, m, v, w.
1/ Helen A. Murphy, "An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific
Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimination on Beginning
Heading," unpublished Doctor* s dissertation, Boston Uni-
versity, School of Education, 1943.
2/ Virginia Biggy, "The Establishment of a Relative Order of
Difficulty of Word Elements in Auditory Discrimination,"
unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, School of
Education, 1945, 52 pp.
3/ Helen A. Murphy, "Group Test for Auditory Discrimination,"
unpublished test, Boston University, 1941.
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The order of difficulty of the blends tested ranging from
easy to most difficult was: ch, sp, tr, st, sh. The final
consonants : y, s, t, k, 1, n, g, p, d (d being the most
difficult). The rhymes were: ing, an, un, and, at (at being
the most difficult). Six of the consonants were used as
both initial and final consonants. They were: g, 1, n, p,
s, t. Each of these was found to have a consistently higher
per cent of error as a final sound than as an initial sound.
The study shows, however, that the relative order of diffi-
culty changes for the same letters when tested as initial
and final sounds. The order for initial sounds ranging from
easy to difficult was: g, s, p, n, t, 1. The order for
the same letters when tested as final sounds ranging from
easy to difficult was: s, t, 1, n, g, p* This study would
appear to be of value in planning the presentation of word
elements and in determining the emphasis that should be
given to the various word elements.
The preceding pages reveal the research in the field
of auditory discrimination to be somewhat limited. While
the relative order of difficulty for teaching some consonants
has been established, a relative order of difficulty of
consonants and vowels, and of vowels themselves has not been
established.
The problem, therefore, is to establish a relative order
of difficulty between consonants and vowels, and between
the vowels themselves.
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CHAPTER II
CONSTRUCTION OP THE TEST

CHAPTER II
A:
COHSTRUCTIOH OP THE TEST
1/
Previous research has shown that auditory discrimination
skills are a necessary part of successful reading and that
with a planned program the skills can be developed and sta-
tistically significant gains in reading can be made.
2/
Research showed that a relative order of difficulty
of word elements had been established for the purpose of
simplifying the teaching and learning procedures.
It seemed, therefore, that if a relative order of diffi-
culty of consonants and vowels, and a relative order of vowels
themselves were established, it would further simplify the
teaching and learning procedures in the auditory discrimina-
tion program.
To undertake this study a measure of initial sounds,
initial blends, rhymes, final consonants, vowels as begin-
ing sounds, final sounds and middle sounds should be available.
1/ Helen A. Murphy, "An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific
Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimination on Beginning
Reading,” unpublished Doctor* s dissertation, Boston Uni-
versity, School of Education, 1943, 217 pp.
2/ Virginia Biggy, "The Establishment of a Relative Order of
Difficulty of Vord Elements in Auditory Discrimination,”
unpublished Master* s thesis, Boston University, School
of Education, 1945, 52 pp.
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With this purpose in mind a study of the available tests
in auditory discrimination was made. The study disclosed the
following findings:
1/
Monroe in her reading aptitude test measures the follow-
ing areas: fl) Visual; (2) Auditory; (3) Motor; (4) Articula-
tion; (5) Language; (6) Laterality. The test on auditory
discrimination is made up of two sections: 1) Word Discrimina-
tion; 2) Blending Sounds in Word Building. In the word dis-
crimination there is a picture with the numbers 1,2,3. The
child circles the number that corresponds to the word he
heard. Hor example, there is a picture of a boat. The child
hears: This is a boat. This is a beet. This is a boot.
The test is designed to test the ability to discriminate
correct pronunciations of words. In the test of word blending
there are series of pictures. The words are prolonged in
sounds, or groups of sounds such as: c-a-t,(cat) m-u-th-r,
(mother) h-ou-s , (house ) p-u-d-1 , (puddle ) . The child draws
a line around the correct picture. This test is designed to
test the ability to blend sounds in word building.
u
Sates tests five areas, namely: (1) Picture Directions,
(2) Word Matching, (3) Word-Card Matching, (4) Rhyming, (5)
Letters and Lumbers. The test of rhyming is used to test
1/ Marion Monroe, Reading Aptitude Tests , Lew York: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1935.
2/ Arthur I. Gates, Gates Reading Readiness Test . Lew York:
Bureau of Publications
,
Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, 1939.
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auditory discrimination. The test consists of fourteen rows
of pictures with four pictures in a row. The child is given
a key word, circles the picture in the row which rhymes with
16
the key word.
1/
The Metropolitan Readiness Test consists of six parts:
1). Test 1— Visual Perception- Similarities; Test 2- Visual
Perception- Copying; Test 3- Measure of Vocabulary-Under-
standing of Language, Comprehension of Phrases and Sentences;
Test 4- Measure of Vocabulary; Test 5- Measure of Humber
Knowledge; Test 6- Test of Common Knowledge -General Informa-
tion. There is no evidence of a test designed especially
to test auditory discrimination.
2/
The Lee Clark Reading Readiness Test consists of four
sub-tests: (1) Matching- Visual Perception of Capitals; (2)
Matching Visual Perception of Small Letters ; (3) Cross-Out
Visual Perception. The child crosses out one letter in the
row that does not belong, such as H H $ H. (4) Cross-Out
Visual Perception. The child must cross out the letter in
a word that does not belong. For example: nice n jriice •
T/ Gertrude U. Hildreth, Kellie L. Griffiths, Metropolitan
Readiness Tests, Yonkers-on-Hudson: World Book Company,m;
2/ Murray Lee and Willis Clark, Reading Readiness Test .
Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1931.
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This is a more difficult task than crossing out a letter as
described in Test 3. The entire test is a measure of visual
perception with increased difficulty.
1/
The Van Wagenen Reading Readiness Test is an individual
test in two forms, A and B. The reading readiness scale con-
sists of: fl) General Information; (2) Perception of Rela-
tions; (3) Vocabulary (measured by the opposites tests); (4)
Memory Span for Ideas; (5) Word Discrimination; (6) Word
Learning. The word discrimination test and the word learning
test are both related to ability in acquiring vocabulary.
There is no evidence of a test to determine ability in audi-
tory discrimination.
Further research revealed a test of auditory discrimina-
y
tion by Dr. Helen A. Murphy which checked: (1) Beginning
consonants; (2) Beginning blends; (3) Final Consonants; (4)
Rhymes* It was decided that of the tests available, the
latter was best suited to this study. With Dr. Murphy*
s
permission, this test was used as a basis for building a new
instrument.
It must be stated in the beginning that neither the test
nor the accompanying manual constructed for the test were
l/ M. Van T/agenen, Reading Readiness Test
,
Minneapolis:
Educational Test Bureau, 1932.
2/ Helen A. Murphy, Group Test for Auditory Discrimination
for Grade I, unpublished test, Boston University, 1941.
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original with the writer. Both were formulated from Dr.
Murphy's "Group Test for Auditory Discrimination for Grade I."
Twenty-one of the items were reprinted from the above test
as will be shown in a discussion of the test construction.
In building a test to determine the relative order of
difficulty of consonants and vowels, and of vowels themselves,
definite decisions were set up. Since it was desired pri-
marily to test vowels, it was decided that the items should
be made up of two-thirds vowels, and one-third consonants,
blends and rhymes.
Dr. Murphy made available to the writer an item analysis
based on the results of her test. This analysis showed the
per cent of error for beginning consonants, beginning blends,
final consonants, and rhyming words. Taking each heading
separately, the items were arranged in order of difficulty
based on the percentage of error. In this way the items
could be arbitrarily assigned to high error, medium error,
and low error.
The total number of the beginning sounds was forty-seven.
These were arranged in order of difficulty from the highest
error to the lowest error. Fifteen was determined to be the
high group, seventeen the middle group, fifteen the low group
of error. Of the beginning consonants a total of six key
words and pictures were used. Two words and pictures were
of high error, two of medium error, two of low error. The
words chosen ranging from high error to low error were:
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Key Word Picture
hammer book
like telephone
name nest
mother moon
red rake
go garden
The total number of beginning blends was twenty-two.
These were arranged in order of difficulty from the highest
error to the lowest error. Seven was determined to be the
high group, eight the middle group, and seven the low group.
Of the beginning blends a total of six key words and pic-
tures was used. Two words and pictures were of high error,
two of medium error, two of low error.
The words chosen ranging from high error to low were:
Key Word Picture
stamp chimney
true broken
chap cherries
shake shovel
spell spoon
stamp stairs
The total number of the final consonants was thirty-
four. Eleven was determined to be the high group, twelve
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the middle group, and eleven the low group. Of the final
consonants a total of six key words and pictures was used.
Two words and pictures were of high error, two of medium
error, two of low error.
The words chosen ranging from high error to low were:
Key Word Picture
crowd kite
grass duck
fern clown
dog flag
grass grapes
girl squirrel
The total number of rhymes was twenty* Six was
determined to be the high group, eight the middle group,
and six the low group. Of the rhymes a total of three key
words and pictures was used. One word and picture were of
high error, one of medium error, one of low error.
The words chosen ranging from high error to low were:
Key Word Picture
grand swim
man can
run gun
This presented a total of twenty-one key words and
pictures consisting of initial sounds, blends, final sounds,
and rhymes from Dr. Ifurphy's test.
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The vowels a, e, 1, o, u were each to he tested nine
times. They were to be tested three times as a short beginning
sound, three times as a short middle sound, three times as a
long middle sound. This comprised a total of forty-five items
which had to be added to the test. It was determined that
the beginning vowels would be tested:
1* Vowel against the same vowel
2. Vowel against a different vowel
5. Vowel against a consonant
It was determined that the middle short sound of vowels,
and the middle long sound of vowels would be tested.
1. Twice against the same vowel sound
2. Once against a different vowel sound
In determining the vowel items to be added to the test
two factors had to be considered:
1. The vowel words must be included in the Inter-
1/
national Kindergarten Union Vocabulary Tests.
2. The vowel words had to be words that could be
illustrated.
l/ ,VA Study of the Vocabulary of Children Before Entering
First Grade
,
n International Kindergarten Union, Washington,
D.C., 1928.
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The words chosen to test short beginning sounds of the
vowels were :
Key Word Picture
apple ax
arrow umbrella
animal bell
egg envelope
errand orange
elephant rooster
Indian ink
inch ashtray
itch goat
on olive
orange unci e
operator candy
uncle umbrella
up elf
under house
The words chosen
vowels were :
to test short middle sounds
Key Word Picture
pan cat
flag clock
hat track
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Key Word Picture
ten bell
dress kitten
cent nest
six fish
crib mitten
stick truck
pat duck
box top
drop sooks
fun bug
rubber rabbit
cut tub
The words chosen to test long sounds of the vowels
were :
Key Word Pictu
cage boat
late cake
wave table
sleep leaf
deep feet
meet fire
tr
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PictureKey Word
fly
lion
bite
24
mice
key
pie
pony goat
hose rope
blow knife
huge music
cure rainy
cute tune
The test was arranged in three sections. Careful atten-
tion was given to placing the various items to avoid estab-
lishing a pattern. Simple illustrations were made and photo-
static copies of the pictures were made for the new test.
Section One was a test of beginning consonants, begin-
ning blends, and beginning vowels. It consisted of seven
rows of pictures, four pictures in a row with the exception
of row seven which had three pictures. The child was asked
to mark with a cross only the pictures with names which
sound at the beginning like the key word given for each
picture.
Section Two was a test of final consonants and rhymes.
It consisted of three rows of pictures, three pictures in a
row. The child was asked to mark with a cross only the
pictures with names which had an ending sound (last sound)
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like the key word given for each picture.
Section Three was a test of the middle short sound of
vowels, and the middle long sound of vowels. It consisted
of ten rows of pictures, three pictures in a row. The child
was asked to mark with a cross only the pictures with names
which sound in the middle like the key word given for each
picture
.
Each section of the test had a practice exercise as
described in Appendix C.
The three sections just described contain a total of
sixty-six items. A copy of the form of the test and the
directions for administering it may be found in Appendix C.
The test as described was administered the first week
in June in first grade on a total population of three hundred
fourteen children in four communities. Although the writer
did not plan an even distribution of girls and boys, it was
found that one hundred fifty-six girls were in the experi-
ment and one hundred fifty-eight boys. The groups were all
heterogeneous, and of approximately equal socio-economic
background.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OP THE DATA

CHAPTER III
AITA1YSIS OP THE DATA
The purpose of this study was to establish a relative
order of difficulty of consonants and vowels, and of vowels
themselves.
The test described in Chapter II was analyzed for this
purpose.
It was first considered desirable to get an overall
picture of the total scores in relation to possible scores
for the four communities tested.
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Table 1. Range of Total Scores of Children in Relation to
Possible Scores
Test
Scores I
Communities
II III IV Total
66-64 0 0 0 7 7
63-61 2 1 6 22 31
60-58 2 6 26 21 55
57-55 4 5 19 15 43
54-52 19 4 20 13 56
51-49 16 6 24 3 49
48-46 6 3 12 2 23
45-43 6 2 6 3 17
42-40 5 2 3 6 16
39-37 4 1 3 0 8
36-34 6 0 2 1 9
Mean 48.38 51.89 52.61 56.39 5 2.42
S.D. 6.75 6.17 6.06 9.00 6.95
The mean score of the total group tested was 52.42 .
The range of the scores was from 34 to 66. One child made
a perfect score. Ho one fell below the score of 34,>
Table 2 shows the mean chronological age of the children
used in this experiment.
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Table 2* Mean Chronological Age of the Group Studied.
Humber Mean C.A. S.D.
314 6 years 8 months 6.12
The mean chronological age for the 314 children in
this experiment was 6 years and 8 months.
This suggests a rather low chronological age for the
first grade at this time of year.
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Table 3. Relative Order of Difficulty of Short Sound of
Vowel at the Beginning of the Word in Different
Testing Situations on 314 Oases
Do. of
Item Vowel Type of Item
Per
Cent of
Error
S.E.
Per
Cent
24 i tested against same vowel i 6 .014
22 e consonant r 9 .017
19 0 consonant c 10 .017
15 u same vowel u 11 .018
21 i consonant g 11 .018
12 0 same vowel 0 12 .019
4 a same vowel a 14 .020
10 a consonant b 15 .021
26 u consonant h 17 .022
11 0 different vowel u 24 .025
5 a different vowel u 25 .025
3 u different vowel e 29 .026
17 e different vowel 0 30 .026
27 e same vowel e 30 .026
18 i different vowel a 34 .027
Table 3 gives the overall picture of the items of
Subtest I in order of difficulty. Careful inspection
reveals that the vowel sounds are easier to hear when
tested against the same vowel sound or against a consonant.
The items which show the greatest percentage of error are
those wherein the perception must discriminate between two
vowel sounds.
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In order to establish an order of difficulty of vowels
alone, the percentage of error for each of the three items
was averaged with the following result.
Table 3A. Average Difficulty of Short Sounds of Vowels at
the Beginning of the Word
Average Per Cent S.E. of
Vowel of Error Per Cent
0 15 .021
i 17 .022
a 18 .022
u 19 .023
e 23 .024
Inspection of Table 3A shows the relative order of
the short sound of vowel at the beginning of the word to be:
o i a u e
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Table 4. Relative Order of Difficulty of Short Sound of
Vowel in the Middle of the Word in Different
Testing Situations on 314 Cases
Fo.of
Item Vowel Type of Item
Per S.E.
Cent of Per
Error Cent
63 a tested against same vowel a 12 .019
58 0 same vowel 0 14 .020
40 0 different vowel u 19 .023
50 0 same vowel 0 19 .023
64 e different vowel i 21 .024
37 a same vowel a 28 .026
66 e same vowel e 28 .026
39 a different vowel 0 32 .027
55 i different vowel u 32 .027
53 i same vowel i 36 .028
49 i same vowel i 37 .028
59 u same vowel u 38 .028
51 u same vowel u 46 .029
52 e same vowel e 52 .029
46 u different vowel a 60 .028
Here again the total picture of relative order of
difficulty of all short vowel items in Subtest III is shown.
Examination of the table reveals not too much difference be-
tween perception of the different vowel sounds when they are
in the middle of the word. The last item, rubber- rabbit
shows a very high percentage of error due probably to the
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two "b" sounds in the middle of the word.
In order to establish an order of difficulty of the
five vowel sounds, the percentage of error for the three
items for each vowel was averaged and arranged in order.
Table 4 A. Average Difficulty of Short Middle Sounds of
Vowels
Vowel
Average Per Cent
of Error
S.E.
Per
Cent
0 17 • 022
a 24 .025
e 34 .027
i 35 .027
u 48 .029
Inspection of Table 4 A shows the relative order of
short sounds of vowels in the middle of the word to be:
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Table 5. Relative Order of Difficulty of long Sound of
Vowel in the Middle of the Word in Different
Testing Situations on 314 Cases
Ho. of
Item Vowel Type of Item
Per S.E.
Cent of Per
Error Cent
61 e tested against same vowel e 11 .018
62 e different vowel i 13 .019
41 e same vowel e 16 .021
47 0 different vowel i 16 .021
38 a different vowel 0 19 .023
44 u different vowel a 20 .023
57 a same vowel a 20 .023
48 u same vowel u 21 .023
54 i different vowel e 21 .023
45 0 same vowel 0 28 .026
56 i same vowel i 29 .026
65 a same vowel a 29 .026
42 u same vowel u 30 .027
60 i same vowel i 48 .029
43 0 same vowel 0 49 .029
Table 5 reveals the vowel n en as having the lowest
percentage of error in all three trials. Inspection reveals
that the long sound in the middle of words is easier to hear
when tested against another vowel - more difficult to hear
when tested against like vowels.
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Again the three percentages of error for each vowel
were averaged as shown in the following table.
% Table 5 A. Average Difficulty of long Middle Sounds of
Vowels
Vowel
Average Per Cent
of Error
S.E. of
Per Cent
e 13 .019
a 23 .024
u 24 .025
0 31 .027
i 33 .027
Table 5 A shows the final order as determined from
the averages:
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Table 6. Relative Order of Difficulty in numerical Order
of Vowels Used as Beginning Sound ,Middle Short
Sound, and Middle long Sound Based on 314 Cases
Alphabetical order
of letters a e i 0 u
Vowel as beginning
sound in numerical
order of difficulty 3 5 2 1 4
Vowel as short middle
sound in numerical
order of difficulty 2 3 4 1 5
Vowel as long middle
sound in numerical
order of difficulty 2 1 5 4 3
Table 6 shows the relative order of difficulty in
numerical order of the vowels used as beginning short
sounds, middle short sound, and middle long sound. Inspec-
tion of the table reveals that the relative order of dif-
ficulty changes with the position of the vowel in the word,
and with the type of sound tested, with the exception of
"o" which held the same order for both beginning sound, and
short middle sound, and "a” which held the same order for
short middle sound and long middle sound.
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Table 7. Relative Order of Dlfflenity of Vowels and
Consonants as Beginning Sonnds in Different
Testing Situations on 314 Cases
Do .of
Item Sound Type of Item
Per S.E.
Cent of Per
Error Cent
13 r tested against r 2 .008
23 st tested against st 3 .010
25 sh tested against sh 4 .012
2 n tested against n 5 .013
9 sp tested against sp 5 .013
24 i tested against i 6 .014
7 m tested against m 7 .015
22 e tested against r 9 .017
1 h tested against b 10 .017
16 tr tested against br 10 .017
19 0 tested against c 10 .017
14 st tested against eh 11 .018
15 u tested against u 11 .018
21 i tested against g 11 .018
12 0 tested against 0 12 .019
20 g tested against g 12 .019
8 1 tested against t 13 .019
4 a tested against a 14 .020
6 ch tested against ch 14 .020
10 a tested against b 15 .021
26 u tested against h 17 .022
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Table 7 (concluded)
iro.of
Item Sound Type of Item
Per S.E.
Cent of Per
Error Cent
11 0 tested against u 24 .025
5 a tested against u 25 .025
3 u tested against e 29 .026
17 e tested against 0 30 .026
27 e tested against e 30 .026
18 i tested against a 34 .027
Table 7 shows the relative order of difficulty of vowels
and consonants as beginning sounds. When vowels are tested
against the same vowels or against a consonant, they are not
more difficult than a large number of the consonants and
blends. When the vowel is tested against a different vowel,
the percentage of error makes a sharp rise.
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Table 8. Relative Order of Difficulty of Pinal Sounds on
314 Cases
ITo.of
Item Sound
Per
Cent of
Error
T?
• Hi •
Per
Cent
35 un ( rhyme
)
6 .014
33 S 8 •016
32 and (rhyme) 9 .017
34 1 9 .017
30 an ( rhyme 11 .018
31 s 11 .018
36 s 11 .018
29 n 16 .021
28 d 27 .026
A comparison of the percentage of error for the items
on Table 7 and Table 8 shows little difference between be-
ginning and final consonant sounds in most cases. It reveals
final consonants as easier than different vowels, with the
exception of the letter "dn .
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Table 9. Relative Order of Difficulty of .Beginning Consonant
bound and Short Middle Sound of Vowels in Different
Testing Situations on 314 Cases
Per cent S.E.
Ho .of of of
Item Sound Error Percent
13 r 2 .008
?3 st 3 .010
26 sh 4 .012
2 n 5 .013
9 sp 5 .013
7 m 7 .015
16 tr 10 .017
1 h 10 .017
14 st 11 .018
20 S 12 .019
63 a 12 .019
8 1 13 .019
58 0 14 .020
6 ch 14 .020
40 0 19 .023
50 0 19 .023
64 e 21 .024
37 a 28 .026
66 e 28 .026
39 a 32 .027
55 i 32 .027
53 i 36 .028
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Table 9, (concluded)
ITo.of
Item Sound
Per Cent
of
Error
S • E •
of
Percent*
49 i 37 .088
59 u 38 .088
51 u 46 • 089
58 e 58 .089
46 u 60 .088
Careful inspection of Table 9 reveals that the short
sounds of vowels in the middle of the word are more diffi-
cult to hear than consonants as beginning sounds.
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Table 10. Relative Order of Difficulty of Beginning
Consonant Sound and Long Middle Sound of
Vowels in Different Testing Situations on
314 Cases
Per Cent S • E •
Ho.of of of
Item Sound Error Percent.
13 r 2 .008
23 st 3 .010
25 sh 4 .012
2 n 5 .013
9 sp 5 .013
7 m 7 .015
1 h 10 .017
16 tr 10 .017
14 st 11 .018
61 e 11 .018
20 S 12 .019
8 1 13 .019
62 e 13 .019
6 ch 14 .020
41 e 16 .021
47 0 16 .021
38 a 19 .023
44 u 20 .023
57 a HO .023
48 u 21 .024
54 i 21 .024
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Table 10. (concluded)
Fo .of
Item Sound
Per Cent
of
Error
S.E.
of
Percent.
45 0 28 .026
56 i 29 .026
65 a 29 .026
42 u 30 .026
60 i 49 .029
43 0 49 .029
Careful inspection of Table 10 reveals that the long
sounds of vowels in the middle of the word are more diffi-
cult to hear than consonants as beginning sounds, with the
exception of w e n .
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Table 11. Relative Order of Difficulty of the 66 Test
Items on 314 Cases
no. of
Item Sound
Per cent
of
Error
S • E . o f
Percent.
1 r (beginning) 2 .008
2 st (beginning blend) 3 .010
3 sh (beginning blend) 4 .012
4 n (beginning) 5 .013
5 sp (beginning blend) 5 .013
6 un ( rhyme
)
6 .014
7 m (beginning) 7 .015
8 8 ( ending) 8 .017
9 and ( rhyme
)
9 .017
10 1 (ending) 9 .017
11 h (beginning) 10 .017
12 tr (beginning) 10 .017
13 st (beginning blend) 11 .018
14 an (rhyme) 11 .018
15 s (ending) 11 .018
16 s (ending) 11 .018
17 8 (beginning) 12 .019
18 1 (beginning) 13 .019
19 e (long middle) 13 .019
20 ch (beginning blend) 14 .020
21 0 (short beginning) 15 .021
22 n (ending) 16 .021
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Table 11. (continued)
Ho .of
Item Sound
per Cent
of
Error
S.E.
of
Percent
23 i (short beginning) 17 .022
24 o (short middle) 17 .022
25 a (short beginning) 18 .022
26 u (short beginning) 19 .023
27 e (short beginning) 23 .024
28 a (long middle) 23 .024
29 a (short middle) 24 .025
30 u (long middle) 24 .025
31 d (ending) 27 .026
32 o (long middle) 31 .027
33 i (long middle) 33 .027
34 e (short middle) 34 .027
35 i (short middle) 35 .027
36 u (short middle) 48 .029
Table 11 shows the overall picture of the order of
difficulty of consonants as beginning and ending sounds,
rhymes, blends, vowels as beginning sounds, short middle
sounds, and long middle sounds. There were 45 vowel items
and 21 consonant sounds made up of beginning consonants,
blends, final consonants and rhymes. The vowel items were
averaged as shown in Tables 3 A, 4 A, and 5 A. This reduced
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the vowel items to fifteen which when added to the twenty-one
items give a total of thirty-six as shown in Table 11. Item
one is the easiest item to discriminate in this test, item
thirty-six, the most difficult.
An item analysis of the sixty-six items contained in
the three sections of the test was made in order to determine
which items could be retained. This would be of value, also,
in arranging items in an order of difficulty. Tests of the
seventy-eight highest, and the seventy-eight lowest cases
were analyzed. Responses of items were tabulated, and trans-
ferred into percentages.
1/
The Edgerton tables were used for the purpose of de-
termining the Standard Error and the Standard Error squared
for each item. The Standard Error of the difference and the
Critical Ratio for each item was computed. Any item with
a Critical Ratio of 2.576 or higher was considered to be
statistically significant, and a valid test item. The
2/
Critical Ratio of 2.576 is determined by Mills who says:
If a given difference between hypothetical and observed
values would occur as a result of chance only one
time out of one hundred, or less frequently, we may
1/ Sarold A. Edgerton and Donald G. Patterson, "Tables of
Standard Errors and Probable Errors of Percentages for
Varying numbers of Cases,” Journal of Applied Psychology
,
10:378-391, September, 1926.
2/ Frederick C. Mills, Statistical Methods (Revised) Hew
York: Henry Holt and Company, 1938, p.47l.
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say that the difference is significant. This means
that the results are not consistent with the hypothesi
we have set up. If the discrepancy between theory
and observation might occur more frequently than one
time out of one hundred solely because of the play of
chance, we may say the difference is not clearly sig-
nificant. The results are not inconsistent with the
hypothesis. The value of T (the difference between
the hypothetical value and the observed mean, in units
of the standard error of the mean) corresponding to
a probability of l/lOO is E.576. One hundredth part
of the area under a normal curve lies at a distance
from the mean, on the axis, of 2.576 standard devia-
tions or more. Accordingly, tests of significance
may be applied frith direct reference to T, interpreted
as a normal deviate (i.e., as a deviation from the
mean of a normal distribution expressed in units of
standard deviation). A value of T of 2.576 or more
indicates a significant difference, while a value of
less than 2.576 indicates that the results are not
inconsistent with the hypothesis in question.
Based on this information, any item with a Critical
Batio of 2.576 or above was interpreted as statistically
significant and a valid test item. Tables 12, 13, and 14
show the results of the item analysis arranged by subtests.
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Table 12, Individual Item Analysis - Sub-Test One
Tfo.of
Items
Percentages of
Correct Responses DiffS
S.E.
Diff. C.R.
High 78
Pupils
Low 78
Pupils
1 99 82 17 .045 3.778
2 99 83 16 .044 3.636
3 74 58 16 .075 2.133
4 100 60 40 .057 7.018
5 92 47 45 .064 7.031
6 97 69 28 .056 5.000
7 99 79 20 .048 4.167
8 100 68 32 .054 5.926
9 99 86 13 .041 3.171
10 99 64 35 .056 6.250
11 86 54 32 .069 4.638
12 96 69 27 .057 4.737
13 100 92 8 .034 2.353
14 99 59 40 .057 7.018
15 94 77 17 .055 3.091
16 95 72 23 .056 4.107
17 88 41 47 .067 7.015
18 90 42 48 .065 7.385
19 100 67 33 .055 6.000
20 95 76 19 .055 3.454
21 100 64 36 .056 6.429
22 99 71 28 .053 5.283

Table 12 (concluded)
No .of
Items
Percentages of
Correct Responses Diff. %
—S.'S.
'
Niff. O.R.
High 78
Pupils
Low 78
Pupils
23 99 94 5 .030 1.667
24 100 87 13 .040 3.250
25 99 90 9 .036 2.500
26 97 56 41 .060 6.833
27 79 64 15 .072 2.083
All items in Table 11 are statistically significant,
with the exception of items 3, 13, 23, 25, 27.
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Table 13. Individual Item Analysis - Sub-Test Two
ITo.of
Items
Percentages of
Correct Responses
Sigh 78 TotTTB
Pupils Pupils
PiffS
S.E.
Piff. C.R.
1 86 51 35 .069 5.072
2 91 73 18 .061 2.951
3 99 78 21 .048 4.375
4 95 95 0 .035 0.000
5 99 72 27 .052 5.192
6 99 82 17 .045 3.778
7 96 87 9 .045 2.000
8 99 85 14 .042 3.333
9 100 71 29 .053 5.472
All items in Table 12 show a Critical Ratio of 2.576
or better except items 4 and 7.
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Table 14. Individual Item Analysis-Sub-Test Three
-
Percentages of
Correct Responses Diff.$
S.E.
Diff. C.R.
Fo.of
Items
High 78
Pupils
Low 78
Pupils
1 90 55 35 .066 5.303
2 97 63 34 .058 5.862
3 81 53 28 .073 3.836
4 94 62 32 .061 5.246
5 92 68 24 .061 3.934
6 85 55 30 .070 4.286
7 67 50 17 .078 2.179
8 97 59 38 .059 6.441
9 91 56 35 .065 6.441
10 67 22 45 .071 6.338
11 97 60 37 .059 6.271
12 95 60 35 .061 5.738
13 82 56 26 .072 3.611
14 96 74 22 .055 4.000
15 71 45 26 .077 3.377
16 69 55 14 .077 1.818
17 82 50 32 .072 4.444
18 94 60 34 .062 5.484
19 99 42 57 .057 10.000
20 90 63 27 .064 4.219
21 92 69 23 .061 3.770
22 96 74 22 .055 4.000
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Table 14* (concluded)
ITo.of
Items
Percentages of
Correct "Responses Diff.#
S • E •
Diff. C.B.
High 78
Pupils
Low 78
Pupils
23 76 59 17 .074 2.297
24 69 41 28 .077 3.636
25 96 76 20 .054 3.704
26 96 72 24 .055 4.364
27 99 71 28 .053 5.283
28 90 58 32 .066 4.848
29 92 60 32 .064 5.000
30 82 64 18 .070 2.571
All items are statistically significant with the ex
ception of items 7, 16, 23, 30.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AIH) COUCLUSIORS

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AHD COITCLUSIOirS
The purpose of this study was to establish a relative
order of difficulty of consonants and vowels and of vowels
themselves.
A group test of auditory discrimination was administered
in June to three hundred and fourteen children in four com-
munities. The results of these tests were analyzed in an
effort to establish the following order of difficulty:
1. The relative order of difficulty of the short
sounds of vowels at the beginning of a word.
2. The relative order of difficulty of the short
sounds of vowels in the middle of a word.
3. The relative order of difficulty of the long
sounds of vowels in the middle of a word.
4. The relative order of difficulty of vowels and
consonants as beginning sounds.
5. The relative order of difficulty of vowels and
consonants as final sounds.
6. The relative order of beginning consonants and
short middle sounds of vowels.
7. The relative order of difficulty of beginning
consonants and long middle vowel sounds.
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COETCLUSIOirS
1* The short sounds of vowels at the beginning of the
word ranged in the following order from easy to
difficult:
o i a u e
2* The short sounds of vowels in the middle of the
word fell in the following order from easy to
difficult:
o a e i u
3* The long sounds of vowels in the middle of the
word ranged in the following order from easy to
difficult:
e a u o i
4. '.Then the short sounds of the vowels are tested
as beginning sounds against the same vowels or
against consonants, they are not more difficult
to discriminate than many of the consonants and
blends.
5. When the short vowel sounds are tested against
different vowel sounds, they are much more
difficult to discriminate.
6. Short sounds of vowels in the middle of the word
are more difficult to hear than consonants as
beginning sounds.
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COFCLTTSIOTTS { continued)
7. Long sounds of vowels in the middle of the word
are more difficult to hear than consonants as
beginning sounds, with the exception of the vowel
"e"
.
In general, the vowel sounds reveal themselves as
more difficult to hear than either beginning or final con-
sonants. The short sounds of vowels as beginning sounds
are the easiest to discriminate. Vowels in the middle of
the word, whether long or short sounds, are difficult for
the children to hear. This study also reveals that vowels
vary in difficulty depending upon their position in the
word and whether short or long sounds are used.
The educational implications of this study could be
utilized by teachers for the purpose of deciding which
vowel sounds to introduce first, and the situations in
which the vowels are easiest to discriminate. A program
of instruction so planned should simplify the learning
procedure and reduce the possibility of confusion.
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CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
1. Repeat the experiment on a larger population.
2. Study the order of difficulty in relation to
sex differences and intelligence quotients.
3. Test should be given to children after pre-
liminary teaching so that the word vowel might
be used without confusing the children. The
term middle sound does not prove to be satis-
factory in words of more than one syllable.
4. A study might be more valuable, if the test
consisted of a more complete inventory of
consonants in addition to the vowels.
5. It would be interesting to repeat the experi-
ment on a population that had had a program
of vowel discrimination, as well as consonant.
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DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING TEST

APPENDIX A
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING TEST
Since the test was not to be administered by the author,
a manual, a set of colored markers, a test for each child, and
a few routine directions for testing were sent to each teacher
who was to administer the test.
Routine Directions s-
Be sure that all desks are clear. See that each
child has a pencil, a colored marker, and a copy of the test.
Have on hand extra sharpened pencils and some erasers.
Take care of proper lighting and ventilation. See
that provision is made for a quiet room and proper testing
conditions.
Be sure to secure the attention of every child
before directions are given. Make certain that each child
has a clear understanding of the practice exercise which pre-
cedes each of the three tests.
The teacher may give the test at the time considered
best for administering it.
A break is suggested in the accompanying manual to
overcome fatigue. If the teacher considers it necessary,
another break may be taken.
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APPENDIX B
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING
Each test is to be corrected by the writer. The teachers
are directed to return the tests uncorrected.
General Directions :
-
At the end of each of the three tests, list the number
of correct responses.
The score in each test is the number of correct items.
Record the number of correct items for each section on
the cover of the test.
Test I Initial Sounds
Test II Final Sounds
Test III Middle Sounds
Total the score on the front cover in the place desig-
nated.
Specific Directions :
-
1, Number of possible correct items for each section:
Test I Initial Sounds 27
Test II Final Sounds 9
Test III Middle Sounds 50
Total possible score is 66.
2o All items have only one correct response as de-
termined by the hey word for each item.
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APPENDIX C
SAMPLE COPY OP MANUAL
AND TEST

f.iANUAL
for
GROUP TEST FOR AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
Helen I. Kelley
\
Manual Introduction
Children have varying degrees of difficulty in hearing
certain sounds. This test is so designed to attempt to find
out whether vowel sounds are more difficult for children to
hear than consonants.
Since children are to be tested to find out whether
sounds are heard tester should be careful when testing in-
itial sounds to say the \.ords clearly and distinctly. In
testing final sound, words should be clear and distinct. In
testing middle 3our?d hold the first sound and vowel sound to
gether. For example ca--p, pa--ge, Be careful not to over
exaggerate the sounds to be tested,
Materials Needed
Booklet for each child
Pencil for each child
Colored marker for each child
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING THE TEST
Preliminary Exercise
Note: In giving the sounds "f
",
"f", and "m", um n
,
under
no circumstances must the name of the letter be given
always the sound.
We are going to play a game today using our ears and
our eyes. You will have to listen very carefully to play
this game. Listen] What sound does the cat make when he is
cross? (s, s, s, s.) What sound does the airplane make?
(br, br, br, ) What sound does the engine of the train make?
(ch, ch, ch, ch) What sound does the pigeon make? (coo, coo,
coo, )
I am goin'T to say some words that begin with the sound
"f " - "f " - "f" fat --- funny --- fence --- four.
Say these words after me. Did you hear the "f M at the be-
ginning of every word? Listen to these words that begin with
the sound ’'m n - "m 1 * - "m n mother man many
money. Say them after me. Did you hear the "m 11 sound each
time ?
Practice Exercise
Now open your books and fold the page back so that you
can see the pictures in the first row. Put your marker under
the first row. You can see pictures of --- a pumpkin, a

flower, an alligator, a goose. We are going to mark some
of these pictures but not all of them. We shall do this
first row together. Listen carefully: pig, pumpkin. Does
pumpkin sound like pig at the beginning? Yes, mark it with
a big cross like this (illustrate on blackboard) Listen
again, flag
,
flower . Does flower sound like flag at the be-
ginning'’? Yes, mark it. Listen again: animal
,
alligator .
Does alligator sound like animal at the beginning"? Yes,
mark it. Listen again: rug, goose . Does goose sound like
rug at the beginning? No, so we won't mark the goose .
Look at the whole line. Did we mark all the pictures?
No, we only marked the ones that were alike at the beginning.
Now move your marker under the second row (like this).
We are going to do this line by ourselves. Listen carefully
and mark only the pictures with names which sound at the be-
ginning like the words I say. Listen carefully and watch the
pictures
.
(Have the marker moved under the row each time)
Row 2. hammer --book, name--nest, up--elf, apple--ax
Row 3. arrow --umbrella, chop—cherries, mother--moon like -telephone
Row 4. spell--spoon, animal--bell, orange--uncle, on—olive
Turn the page back like this: (Illustrate)
Row’ 5. red-rake, stamp-chimney, uncle -umbrella, true-broken
Row’ 6. errand-orange, inch-ashtray, operator-candy, go-garden
Row 7. itch-goat, elephant-rooster, stamp-stairs, Indian-ink
Row 8. shake--shovel, under --house, egg--envelope
Practice Exercise
Now fold the book back like this (Illustrate), Put your
marker under the first row. Y/e shall do this row together.
You can see pictures of: a snake, a bed, an arm. This time
we are going to listen for the ending sound ( the last sound)
Listen! Walk - Snake. Does snake sound like walk at the end?
Yes, mark it. Dress - bed. Does bed sound like dress at the
end? No, so we shall not mark it. Farm-arm. Does arm sound
like farm at the end? Yes, so we shall mark it.
(Have the marker moved under the row each time)
Nowf we shall do this page by ourselves. Remember wre are
listening for the ending sound. Watch the pictures, mark

only the ones that sound like the word I say each time.
'fer^r?
Row 2. crowd --kite, feign--cl own, man--can
Row 3. grass --grapes
,
grand --swim, dog—flag
Row 4. girl--squirrel, run--gun, grass--duck
Author suggests a break here if children show signs
of fatigue.
Practice Exercise
Now fold the book back like this (Illustrate) Put your
marker under the first row. We shall do this row together
You can see pictures of: a crab, a beet, a tree. This time
we are going to listen for the middle sound. Listen -
hat - crab. Does crab sound like hat in the middle? Yes,
mark it. Listen - cream - beet. Does beet sound like cream
in the middle? Yes, mark it. Listen pie - tree. Does tree
sound like pie in the middle? No, so we shall not mark it.
Now we shall do the rest of the page by ourselves. Re-
member we are listening for the middle 3 ound . We shall mark
some of the pictures but not all of them. Listen l
Row 2, pan-cat, cage-boat, flag-clock
Row 3. pot--duck, sleep--leaf, huge--music
Row 4. pony
—
goat, cure—rainy, hose--rope
Turn the page and fold it back like this (Illustrate)
Listen for the middle sound again.
Row 5. rubber--rabbit, blow--knife, cute--tune
Row 6. six--fish, drop--socks, cut--tub
Row 7. ten--bell, crib—mitten, lion—key
Row 8. st ick--truck, bite--pie, late--cake
Turn the page. We are s till listening for the middle sound.
Listen i
Row 9. box-top, fun--bug, fly- -mice
Row 10. deep--feet, meet--fire, hat--track
Row 11. dress--kitten, wave— table, cent--nest
End of test
The score is the number of correct items. Total score is 66
All correcting to be done by author of test.
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GROUP TEST FOR AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
FOR
GRADE ONE
HELEN I. KELLEY
Name
Date
Date of Birth
School
Age Grade
Year Month Day
Score
:
Initial Sounds
Final Sounds
Middle Sounds
Total
Words used to test initial consonants, final consonants
and blends taken from:
Murphy-Durre 11
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